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Executive Summary
●

Our product, created by Gemstone Lights of Calgary, Alberta,
Canada, is an architectural lighting system that replaces traditional
warm-white downlighting for residential exterior lighting
applications.

●

Installed under the soffit and behind the fascia, the system is
designed to be unnoticeable unless the lights are on, and so has
the added benefit of replacing traditional Christmas lights that have
to be hung every year.

●

The lights are RGBW LEDs. Each bulb is individually addressable
via smartphone.

●

Because of their placement on the house (below the soffit and
behind the fascia) and the downward direction of the light, light
pollution and spillover are less than traditional methods of lighting.

●

The LEDs in the system are highly energy efficient-- they use only
.17 watts per light on a warm white setting (compared to a single
100W traditional bulb).

●

The LED lamps are spaced 9” apart, but each lamp can be
individually controlled, so the resident will only turn on those lights
and to whatever colors that are compliant with neighborhood accent
lighting rules and regulations.

●

The controller plugs into typical 110V outlets and then
down-converts to 12V, and so is low-voltage throughout the system.

Introduction
This lighting system is a new technology that combines
cutting-edge developments in LED lighting and
smartphone applications with precision machining. It is a
technology that homeowners in high-end neighborhoods
want access to.
It’s our belief that in a few years, most everyone in the
demographic that your Association represents will use a
product like this to replace the annual cost and hassle of
hanging or having traditional lights hung.

Example of one possible Architectural Accent Lighting pattern

The Product
●

These are highly energy-efficient LED lights,
installed in a custom-made, color-matched,
powder-coated aluminum track that matches the
house.

●

The track and light system is installed by
professional installers beneath the soffit and tucked
away behind the fascia.

●

The lights are controlled by proprietary smartphone
and smart home software applications, which enable
individual customization of any individual light in the
entire system.

The Product
This is an example of a
recently installed home
in an HOA community. .
The lighting system has
been installed along the
soffits, but is not visible
from the street.

This is a closer view of the
house, but still the lights
and track are not
noticeable, demonstrating
how well the system is
matched to the house and
obscured behind the fascia.

Here, at the house and
looking up under the soffit,
the lighting system is clearly
visible. The clean lines and
uniformity of the lights do
not detract from the home’s
appearance.

The Product

Light Pollution, Spillover, and
Energy Efficiency
Texas communities recognize the value of the natural
beauty of this area and try to limit their effect on the
natural environment. One of the primary objectives of
covenants restricting home exterior lighting is to limit
light pollution and spillover. In that regard, this
product is an improvement on tradition uplighting and
Christmas lights:
●

This is a down-lighting product and directs light
into the home and ground, rather than upwards
into the sky and community.

●

The light projection distance is much less than
that of typical halogen uplighting, further
reducing light pollution and spillover on
neighbors and the night sky.

●

The product is installed beneath the soffit rather
than on top of the roofline like traditional
Christmas lights.

●

High-efficiency LED lights use very little energy
compared to traditional lights. For instance, a
typical household in your neighborhood will use
less energy running all of the lights on this
system than it will running two lamps at their
bedsides. (On warm white, each light uses 0.17
watts.)

Protecting the Residential
Character of the Community
We understand that the Board has a responsibility to
protect the residential character of the neighborhood,
in appearance and quality. Our lighting system works
towards these goals, for the benefit of the community,
in the following ways:
●

This is an architectural lighting system to be
used in traditional styles and colors (warm white
downlighting), with the added capability of
replacing traditional warm white Christmas
lighting during the holiday season.

●

The professional installation provides
consistency in the lights’ appearance, requiring
straight lines and evenly spaced lights, as
opposed to having DIYers hanging lights
haphazardly.

●

Rated for 50K hours of use, these bulbs can be
lit 6 hours a day for 20 years before burning out,
dramatically reducing the occurrence of unsightly
gaps from broken and burned out bulbs in
traditional halogen and incandescent bulb
lighting.

●

The lighting system is installed once, requires
virtually no maintenance, and eliminates the rush
of contractors into the neighborhood to hang
lights during the busy holiday season.

Other Considerations and
Conclusion
This is a multi-functional product. It has the capacity
to display lighting in the full range of the RGBW color
pallette. This is a desirable feature as it can be used
during other holidays, such as Halloween and
Independence Day, to light the home in a manner
appropriate for these holidays.
However, this does mean that households could
display colored lights on normal evenings, violating
HOA rules.
We recommend that HOA rules be enforced to
require appropriate use of the lights, not to limit the
installation of the system in general, as it brings many
advantages to homeowners in your community as
nightly architectural lights and as traditional holiday
lights during the designated Dec. 1 thru Jan. 15
season.
Please, do let us know if you have additional
questions, or would like to see samples of the
product. We would like to work with you to answer
any concerns so that we can bring this great new
product to the residents of your lovely community.
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